New topic pages on OCHA corporate emergencies
Lake Chad Basin
Kasai Region
Refugees/Migrants in South-East Asia

Community Topics with partners
GBV in emergencies
Environment
Energy (external)
Private Sector Engagement (ext.)
NGOs

ReliefWeb has been the leading source of reliable and timely humanitarian information on global crises and disasters since 1996.

2017 HIGHLIGHTS

GLOBAL USER TRAFFIC

6,899,277 TOTAL USERS

16,111,338 TOTAL SESSIONS

2017 UPDATES

TOP SOURCES FOR REPORTS/MAPS

NEW FEATURES & PRODUCTS

Government of Colombia
Government of the Philippines

Usage of mobile in countries with OCHA presence grew about 61%.
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38.6% of users accessed ReliefWeb on tablet or mobile.
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Pakistan

Bangladesh

Nigeria

In 2017, 38.6% of users accessed RW via tablet or mobile.
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39,337

2,632

57,916

(Enhanced) Crises App

(8,904 downloads)

Reports and Maps

Jobs

Trainings

RW Lite for low bandwidth countries

LITE

RedHum powered by ReliefWeb

Nigeria

Bangladesh

Usage increase

140% 165K

More than 40% mobile/tablet usage
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43% mobile/tablet usage
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